
Ties and Slurs
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Lessolu 13

A TIE iorns two notes of the same pitch by a curved line over or under the notes.
Each note joined by a tie is held for its full value but only the first note is played or sung.
The tied note's value is added to the value of the first note.
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The TIE should always be written on the opposite side from the note stems.

A SLUR smoothly connects two or more notes of different pitches by a curved
line over or under the notes. There is no break in sound between pitches.
This is also referred to as LEGATO playing or singing.

Aura Lee American Folk Song

On wind instruments, only the
first note of a group of slurred

notes should be tongued.

On string instruments, a slur
indicates a group of notes to be

played in one bow.
On keyboard instruments, slurs
indicate when to lift the hands.
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When all of the stems are in the same direction, the slur is written on the side opposite from that of the
stems. When stem direction is mixed, the slur is written above the notes.

Exercises
Write the note that
equals the tied notes.

Write the number of
beats in each example.

ln each example,
mark an "5" or "T"
to indicate whether
the musical passage
is made up of tied
or slurred notes.

Write a slur or tie in
each example and
mark an "5" or "T"
below.
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Writing Slurs and Ties
Add time signatures, then draw either a stur or tie to connect the bracketed notes in each example.
Label them "5" or "T."
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Use after comphting rue 19-
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Music Crossanord Puzzle

ACROSS

1. A 

- 

rest is used
for a full measure of
rest.
on-
instruments, a slur
indicates a grouP of
notes to be played
in one bow.
Albert von Tilzer
composed the song
"Take Me Out to
the_
ln tr time, two tied
dotted half notes 20'

equal beats.
A curved line that
joins two notes of
the same pitch

tn ? and t time, this
note receives 3
beats. (3 words)
A half note receives

beats in f
time.
The tie should
always be written
on the 

- 

side
from the note
stems.
When stem
direction is mixed,
the slur is written

the notes.
A curved line that
smoothly connects
two or more notes
of different pitches

DOWN

Two quarter rests
equal the value of
one _ rest.
To play or sing notes
smoothly connected

ftand f are referred
toas_
"Aura Lee" is an

folk song.
ln I time, the 

-
notie receives 1 beat.
A whole rest
receives beats
in f time.
on-
instruments, only
the first note of a
group of slurred

lJse after completing Page 24.

notes should be
tongued.

't2. on
instruments, slurs
indicate when to lift
the hands.
lf the quarter note
receives 1 beat, then
the bottom number
of the time r

signature is 

-.
tn fr time, the
maxrmum numoer
of half notes in a
bar is

14.
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Review of Lessons 10-13

,
tn f time, a whole rest
receives beats.

a
lnltime, a whole rest
receives beats.

lt
ln d time, a whole rest
receives beats.

Legato singing or playing
means to play the music

On wind instruments, only
the first note of a group of

notes should
be tongued.

f t ti"naitime,the

receives one beat.

,
ln f time, there are
beats per measure.

3
ln I time, there are
beats per measure.

note
A slur occurs when 2
or more notes of
(circle one)

the same or different
pitch(es) are joined by a
curved line.

A tie occurs when 2 notes
of (circle one)

the same or different
pitch(es) are joined by a
curved line.

3

tr ln { time. a dotted half note
receives beats.

4
ln { time, a dotted half note
receives beats.

Draw an X above the note where you would change direction of the bow on a string instrument.
Write the names of the notes below the staff.

Draw an X above the notes where you would tongue on a wind instrument.
Write the names of the notes below the staff.

Draw an X before the notes where you would lift the hand on a keyboard instrument.
Write the names of the notes below the staff.

tr Write the number of beats in each example on the line.
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E Write the correct time signature in the appropriate place and the beats below the staff.
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